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No. 788,758. Patented May 2, 1905. 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
LOUIS P. DISS, OF ILION, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & 

BENEDICT, OF ILION, NEW YORK, A CORPORATION OF NEW YORK. 
TYPE-WRTNG VACH NE 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 788,758, dated viay 2, 1905. 
Application filed January 3, 1899, Serial No. 700,996, 

To (til thon, it in?tit? concei'i. thereby formed is so placed relatively to the 5c 
Be it known that I, LOUIS P. DISS, a citizen pivot of the holding-dog that the line joining 

of the United States, and a resident of Ilion, the axis of motion of the dog with the bottom 
in the county of Herkimer and State of New or angle of the notch forms an angle with the 

5 York, have invented certain new and useful plane of movement of the rack such that the 
Improvements in Type-Writing Machines, of device acts like a brace against the rack-tooth 55 
which the following is a specification. engaged thereby as long as a key is held down, 
The present invention relates primarily to whereby the usual force applied to the finger 

eSeage sms for type-y - keys with resist and Overcome the greater 
Io chines. force of the carriage-driving spring, by which 

One object of the invention is to provide for the rack is actuated. 6c 
an instantaneous release of the carriage on the The preferred form of the invention is illus 
commencement of the return movement of a trated in the accompanying drawings, form 
finger-key. ing part of this specification, in which 

I5 Another object is to securely or firmly hold Figure 1 is a vertical central longitudinal 
the carriage while the type make their print- sectional view of a Remington No. 6 type- 65 
ing impact. writing machine with my improvements ap 
Another object is to have the forward move- plied thereto. Fig. 2 is a detail view from 

ment of the carriage begin before the holding the rear of the machine, showing my im 
2O members of the escapement are wholly freed proved escapement mechanism in its normal 

from each other in the escape action, and position. Fig. 3 is an enlarged perspective to 
other objects, as will hereinafter more fully view of the said form of the escapement mech 
appeal'. anism in normal position. Fig. 4 is a plan 

In the preferred form of the invention view of a part of the dog-carrier and showing 
25 there is provided a rocker or dog-carrier on rack-teeth in section, the feed-dog being in 

which the holding-dog is pivoted on an axis engagement with a rack-tooth. Fig. 5 is a 75 
parallel or substantially parallel to the plane similar view, but with the parts in the posi 
of the rack, straight or segmental or circular, tions assumed in the arresting action upon 
and the metal or body connecting the dog the full depression of a key. Fig. 6 is a simi 

3o proper with its axis (as a spindle or shaft) is lar view showing the beginning of a return 
extended to form an arm, curved or straight, movement of the dog-carrier to its normal 8o 
which coacts with the side of the rack to form position and the releasing action of the hold 
a stop for the dog when the latter is rotated ing-dog and rack-teeth. Fig. 7 is a similar 
in the forward direction by the rack-tooth view of a position of the parts at a later stage 

33 with which it is in engagement and to rotate of the said return movement of the dog-car 
the dog in the reverse direction about its axis rier and showing a completion of the releas- 85 
to bring the dog-face into position to engage ling action. Fig. 8 is a perspective view of 
with the face of a succeeding rack-tooth. A the holding-dog, its spindle, and an arm for 
suitable stop upon the dog-carrier is provided moving said dog about its axis of motion. 

4O for limiting the motion of the holding-dog | Fig. 9 is a perspective view of a support for 
when moved in said reverse direction by the the holding-dog. Fig. 10 is a sectional view 9o 
arm and the rack. There is also a feed-dog nor- substantially on the planes indicated in Fig. 
mally in engagement with the rack and piv - 4 by the lines XX and looking in the direc 
oted to move or step backward one tooth (or tion of the arrow thereon, showing the feed 

45 more) of the rack upon release therefrom. dog, a rack-tooth, and other parts; and Fig. 
Also in this form of the invention the work- 11 is a perspective view showing an arrange- 95 
ing face of the holding-dog and the face of the ment of parts in conjunction with a straight 
arm which coacts with the side of the rack rack. - 
make an angle with each other, and the notch . The same reference character or numeral 
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25 

35 

45 

will be used to designate the same part in the 
various figures of the drawings in which the 
part appears. 

1 indicates a base-frame from which rise 
the standards or posts 2: 3, a top or type ring 
to which type-bar hangers 4 are secured in 
any suitable way; 5, a type-bar pivoted in 
said hanger and joined by connection 6 with 
a key-lever 7; and 8, a rib under the top of 
base 1, against which the notched key-levers 
are held by returning-springs 9, secured to 
the frame in a known manner. 

10 is a space-key supported by levers 11, 
also fulcrumed on the rib 8. 

12 is the usual universal bar, which is con 
nected by rods 13 to arms 14, projecting for 
wardly from a shaft 15, journaled at 16 in a 
back plate 17 of the framework of the ma 
chine. A spring 18, Secured at its ends to 
the plate 17 and to the shaft 15, acts to hold 
the arms 14 and universal bar 12 in their up 
per or raised positions, as usual. The shaft 
or rocker 15 is provided with an upwardly 
extending rocker-arm 19, and to the arm 19 
is secured a dog-support 20. As shown in the 
drawings, the support 20 comprises a plate pro 
vided with an upward extension or back lug 21, 
a side lug or projection 22, and a perforation 
23. A screw 24, which passes through perfo 
ration 23 of the dog-support 20, engages with a 
threaded hole in the arm 19 and firmly holds the 
support 20 against the arm, the lower squared 
end of the plate 20 fitting againstaledge or pro 
jection 25 on the rocker-arm 19, which may be 
described as a dog rocker or carrier. A hold 
ing-dog 26, as illustrated in the drawings, pro 
jects forward and forms part of a plate or flat 
piece of metal 27, which is secured to a spindle 
28 and extends away from the working face of 
the holding-dog 26, as at 29, so as to form an 
arm for a purpose presently to appear. The 
spindle 28 fits snugly but movably in a verti 
cal hole 30 in the lug 22 aforesaid, with the 
plate 27 resting on the top of the lug and the 
arm 29 overhanging the dog-holder. The 
plate 27 is formed with a lug or extension 31, 
which is adapted to coact with an oblique face 
or stop 32 on the lug or extension 21 to arrest 
the holding-dog in position with its working 
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face parallel to and in contact with the work 
ing face of a rack-tooth with which it may be 
in engagement. It is noted that when the 
lug 31 is against the stop 32 the working face 
of the dog 26 is in position to engage face to 
face with a rack-tooth and that the line of 
pressure between the dog and tooth at such 
times does not pass through the axis or pivot 
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28, but to one side thereof. The tendency, 
therefore, is to turn the dog 26 about its pivot 
or axis 28, as will be referred to hereinafter. 
A feed-dog 33 is pivoted to the rocker-arm 

19 at 34 and is arrested at one limit of its 
motion by a lug or stop 35, integral with or 
attached to the arm 19. The feed-dog 33 is 
moved away from Said stop 35 by a Spring 36, 
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which is secured at one end to the arm 19 by 
a screw 37 and which bears at its other end 
against the said dog 33 above its pivot 34. 
The spring 36 is bent at a point below the 
pivot 34, as at 38, to form a stop for coaction 
with an extension 40 on the dog 33 for limit 
ing the motion of the dog 33 as it steps or 
moves into the position shown in dotted lines 
at Fig. 10. The dogs of the escapement co 
act with the teeth of a ratchet-wheel 41, pref 
erably loose upon a shaft 42 and connected 
with the shaft by means of a backing ratchet 
or pawl and ratchet-wheel inclosed within the 
casing 43, as usual. The shaft 42 is journaled 
in a part 44 of the fixed framework of the 
machine and is provided at its forward end 
with a toothed wheel 45, with which a rack 
46 engages. The rack 46 is carried by arms 
47, which are pivoted at 48 to a carriage 49, 
guided on the bars 5051. A platen 52 is sup 
ported in a tilting platen-carrier 53, which is 
connected with the carriage 49 in any suitable 
or usual manner for both tilting and shifting. 

54 marks a shift-rod for shifting the platen 
rearward and frontward of the machine, the 
said rod coacting with a grooved wheel 55 and 
with a yoke or yokes (not shown) on the platen 
carrier. 

56 indicates a detent provided with a sleeve 
57, which is journaled on a screw-threaded 
bolt 58, by means of which the sleeve and de 
tent are secured to the rocker 19. A spring 
59 has one end inserted in a hole in the sleeve 
57 and is coiled loosely about said sleeve and 
has its other end passed to one side of the arm 
19 in such wise that the detent is held above 
the feed-dog 33 in the normal positions of the 
parts and in position to enter in the square 
notches 60 at the bases of the rack-teeth, thus 
preventing reverse rotation of the ratchet 
wheel 41 when the carriage is retracted. 
The operation of the escapement hereinbe 

fore described is as follows: (For convenience 
of description the rack-tooth with which the 
feed-dog is shown as being in engagement in 
Fig. 4 will be designated by a and the suc 
ceeding tooth by b in Figs. 4 to 7, inclusive.) 
The feed-dog is normally in engagement with 
a tooth, as a, and upon the depression of a 
key the rocker-arm 19 is moved forward and 
the feed-dog is withdrawn from engagement 
with the tooth a, and the holding-dog 26 is 
brought forward into position for catching 
the said tooth a, the said dog 26 being moved 
about its vertical axis 28 by the contact of 
arm 29 against the side of a rack-tooth, as (, 
and the parts assume the position illustrated 
in Fig. 5, in which the stop-lug 31 is against 
the lug 32 and the working face of the hold 
ing-dog is in contact with the working face of 
the tooth a. In this position of the parts the 
rack, and hence the carriage, are firmly held 
against motion. It will be observed (in Fig. 
5) that the tooth at, under the influence of the 
driving-spring of the carriage, (indicated in 
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dotted lines at 61.) tends to turn the holding 
dog about its axis 28 and that this tendency 
is resisted in the machine by the dog 26 and 
arm 29 for the line joining pivot 28, and the 
angle (notch) between the working faces of 
the dog 26 and the arm or lug 29 is at such 
an angle to the movement of the rack that the 
notched device acts like a brace, whereby the 
usual force applied to the finger-keys will re 
sist and overcome the greater force of the 
carriage-spring, by which the rack is actuated. 
It will also be observed in Figs. 4 to 7 that 
the distance between the point 62 of the feed 
dog and the point of the holding-dog is some 
what less than the width of a rack-tooth and 
that the stepping action of the feed-dog moves 
the feed-dog sufficiently far as to allow the 
tooth (i to escape behind the same, as will 
presently appear. On the release of the de 
pressed finger-key the rocker or arm 19 moves 
rearwardly, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 
6, and the dog 26 is turned about its axis by 
tooth (, until the rack-tooth (i escapes beyond 
its point and the dog is arrested by the contact 
of arm 29 with tooth b, as indicated in Fig. 7. 
The plate 27 continues to turn as long as the 
rack-tooth ( is in engagement with the dog 
26, the arm 29 following up or keeping in con 
tact with the tooth b (and may hap with one or 
more) during such time. The arm 29 is pref 
erably curved to prevent the point of a down 
coming rack-tooth from engaging with the 
top of the free end of the arm and to prevent 
the end of the arm 29 from engaging with 
the face of a rack-tooth. During the return 
motion of the arm. 19 the feed-dog 33 enters 
the space between the teeth (t, and b in readi 
ness to catch the tooth b and arrest the same 
and the carriage when the dog 33 has been 
carried against the stop 35. Ordinarily the 
holding-dog 26 and its plate 27 will be left in 
the position in which they are shown in Fig. 7 
rather than in the position in which they are 
shown in Fig. 4, whence it results that upon 
the depression of a key thereafter the arm 29 
is brought against the side of the rack and 
the dog 26 is moved from the position shown 
in Fig. 7 to the position shown in Fig. 5, so 
that it will be seen that the arm 29 coacts with 
the side of the rack to move the dog 26 in one 
direction and to arrest its motion in the other 
direction. When the arm or device 29 at an 
angle to the dog 26 and forming there with 
the aforesaid notch of the dog coacts with the 
rack-tooth to turn the dog 26 in rack-engag 
ing direction or in a direction opposite to that 
in which the dog is moved during the feed 
motion, it will be seen that if there has been 
a partial feed of the rack and carriage dur 
ing a part of the downstroke of the key the 
turning of said dog in the manner described 
will effect a retraction of the rack and car 
riage, So as to bring the paper back to the 
proper position for uniform space-printing. 
In other words, both sides of the notch of the 

holding-dog are arranged to engage a rack 
tooth at the same time, and this notch being 
so arranged relatively to the axis of the dog 
and the line in which it moves when approach 
ing the rack the pressure will cause the dog 
to Swing in a direction opposite to that which 
the rack swings it when disengaging it, and 
hence the dog will carry with it the rack and 
carriage in a direction opposite to that in 
which they move when feeding letter-space 
distances. By this it will be seen that the dog 
may be swung in one direction during a de 
pression of the finger-key and the carriage si 
multaneously returned to the printing posi 
tion after having made a part of a letter-space 
movement, which movement occurs when a 
legato stroke, is employed. From the fore 
going it will be seen that the swinging move 
ment of the dog 26 on its pivot is controlled 
by and is in conformity with the movement 
of the finger-key during the whole time of its 
engagement with the rack, whereby a move 
ment of said pivot or axis toward the rack 
may effect an independent swinging movement 
of the dog for the purpose of returning the 
carriage to the printing position and whereby 
the carriage-release will be effected in con 
formity with the movement of said pivot or 
axis away from the rack, and which movement 
is controlled by the release of pressure upon 
the finger-key. It is to be remembered, how 
ever, that this is merely the preferred form 
or arrangement-preferred because it reduces 
the number of parts and simplifies the con 
struction. Hence I do not limit myself in 
this part of my invention to the use of means 
coacting with the rack at either side thereof 
for moving the plate 27 to bring the exten 
sion 31 against the stop 32, and so moving the 
dog 26 into position in which its working face 
coacts or may coact with the working face of 
a rack-tooth. 

In the modification illustrated at Fig. 11 
the circular rack or ratchet-wheel 41 is re 
placed by a straight rack or ratchet-bar 41", 
the remaining parts being as or substan 
tially as in the case previously described and 
being similarly marked with reference - nu 

Hence no redescription of these parts merals. 
is required. The operation is substantially 
the same as in the case already described and 
need not be further enlarged upon. In both 
cases the axis of motion of the dog 26 is par 
allel or substantially parallel to and always 
out of the plane of the rack and is at right an 
gles to the direction of motion of the rack. 
One important feature of my invention con 

sists in combining with an independently-piv 
oted holding-dog a brake or pressure device 
adapted to bear against some part of the mech 
anism under the pressure of the carriage 
driving spring, and thus arrest the holding 
dog when it is in engagement with a tooth of 
the rack and while it is held over in such en 
gagement by the downward pressure on a fin 
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ger-key, by which construction and arrange 
ment immediately upon the release of a fin 
ger-key the pressure of said brake device is in 
stantly removed to enable the rack and the car 
riage to start on their letter-space movement 
and in the movement of the rack to cause a 
forward movement of the holding-dog and 
enable it eventually to escape from the plane 
of action of the rack. For the purpose of ob 
taining a brake or pressure device it will be 
understood that only a very small portion of 
the arm 29 adjacent the holding-dog 26 need 
be employed; but as far as this feature of my 
invention is concerned the brake or pressure 
device may be elsewhere located. By em 
ploying the elongated arm 29 it performs sev 
eral functions: First, it serves as the brake 
or pressure device aforesaid; secondly, as a 
means for limiting the forward motion of the 
holding-dog during the escaping action of a 
rack-tooth, and, thirdly, it is adapted to per 
form the office of bringing the holding-dog 
back to a normal or engaging position to en 
counter the next tooth of the rack upon a for 
ward vibration of the rocker during the down 
stroke of a key. On referring again to Fig. 
5, where the rocker is illustrated in its for 
ward position, to which it is brought by the 
depression of a key, it will be observed that 
the rack-tooth (t is pressing against the face 
of the holding-dog under the force of the car 
riage-driving spring, which could move said 
dog forward or turn it about its pivot but for 
the fact that the root end of the arm 29 at its 
junction with the holding-dog is caused to 
press against the side of the tooth at under the 
full force of the carriage-driving spring act 
ing through the rack and the holding-dog. 
Thus while the parts are in the position shown 
at Fig. 5 the rack and the carriage are held in 
movably by a brake or pressure device acting 
under the force of the carriage-mainspring. 
From this it will be understood that immedi 
ately the pressure upon the finger-key is re 
leased and the dog-holder is allowed to recede 
bodily the brake or pressure device is moved 
away from the side of the rack and instantly 
the holding-dog is free to yield under the 
pressure of the tooth and to quickly assume 
the position shown at Figs. 6 and 7 and per 
mit the escape of the rack-tooth, and hence 
the letter-space movement of the paper-car 
riage. It will also be understood that I have 
provided a construction wherein the holding 
dog is pivoted to move freely on its carrier 
and is free from Spring-pressure and adapted 
to remain in the position to which it is moved 
until moved from such position solely by the 
coaction of the holding-dog member with the 
feed-rack, and that this is true whether the 
holding-dog is moved to the releasing posi 
tion (shown in Fig. 4 or 7) or is in the en 
gaging position. (Shown in Fig. 6.) Further 
more, it will be seen that in bringing about 
this movement of the holding - dog to and 
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from the engaging position one portion of the 
holding-dog (the part 29) is adapted to coact 
with a side of the feed-rack or with the sides 
of the teeth thereof to turn the dog on its pivot 
and bring the engaging portion 26 thereof into 
the path of a tooth of the rack, said portion 
26 being adapted to coact with the working 
faces of the teeth of the feed-rack. 
While I have described my new holding 

dog as employed in conjunction with a step 
ping feed-dog, I do not limit myself to such 
use, inasmuch as there are many forms of 
feed-dogs, and my holding-dog may be used 
in conjunction with any suitable form of feed 
dog; nor do I limit myself to the use of an 
arm, as 29, coacting with the rack for stop 
ping the turning movement of the holding 
dog while traveling in contact with a rack 
tooth, for I may employ a lug 63 on plate 27 
and coacting with the extension 21, as indi 
cated in dotted lines on Fig. 7, for this pur 
pose, while also employing arm 29 or other 
means for moving plate 27 in the contrary 
direction to bring lug 31 against stop 32 and 
the dog 26 into position for coaction face to 
face with the next rack-tooth. In this last 
case when stop 63 is employed the arm 29 does 
not continuously follow the rack up, but is 
arrested with dog 26 by said lug 63 and lug 
21 before the rack-tooth, as a, wholly escapes 
from the said dog 26. 

Various changes in detail construction and 
arrangement of parts may be made without 
departing from the principle of my several 
improvements and some of which may be 
used without others. 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent, is 
1. In a type-writing machine and in an es 

capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, and a holding 
dog notched to engage with the faces of the 
rack-teeth and mounted to be moved by said 
teeth during the escape action, whereby the 
escape action is quickened, substantially as 
described. 

2. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, and a holding 
dog notched to engage with the faces of the 
rack-teeth and mounted to be moved by Said 
teeth during the escape action in a plane per 
pendicular or substantially perpendicular to 
the plane of the rack, whereby the escape ac 
tion is quickened, substantially as described. 

3. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, and a notched 
holding-dog pivoted on an axis parallel or sub 
stantially parallel to and out of the plane of 
the rack and normally out of engagement with 
the rack, and adapted to hold the rack while 
there is pressure upon the key, and adapted 
also to be swiveled by the rack upon the re 
lease of said key pressure. 
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4. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a holding-dog 
adapted to engage with the faces of the rack 
teeth and mounted to be moved by said teeth 
during the escape action, and means engaging 
with the rack for arresting the motion of the 
dog when so moved by the said teeth, sub 
stantially as described. 

5. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a notched hold 
ing-dog adapted to engage with the faces of 
the rack-teeth and mounted to be moved by 
said teeth in a plane perpendicular or Sub 
stantially perpendicular to the plane of Said 
rack-teeth, and means for arresting said dog 
in said movement. 

6. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a holding-dog 
pivoted on an axis parallel or substantially 
parallel to and always out of the plane of the 
rack and adapted to move about said axis 
while in engagement with the rack-teeth, and 
means for arresting said dog in. Such move 
Inent. 

7. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a holding-dog 
adapted to engage with the faces of the rack 
teeth and mounted to be moved during the 
escape action by said teeth in a plane perpen 
dicular or substantially perpendicular to the 
plane of said teeth or rack, and means coöp 
erating with the rack for returning said dog 
to position in which its working face may co 
act with the Working face of the next or a suc 
ceeding rack-tooth. 

8. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a notched hold 
ing-dog pivoted on an axis parallel or sub 
stantially parallel to and always out of the 
plane of the rack and adapted to be turned 
about said axis by the rack-teeth during the 
escape action, and means for returning said 
dog to position in which its face may engage 
with the face of the next or a succeeding rack 
tooth. 

9. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a holding-dog 
adapted to engage with the faces of the rack 
teeth and mounted to be moved during the es 
cape action by said teeth in a plane at or sub 
stantially at right angles to the plane of said 
teeth or rack, means for arresting said dog in 
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such motion, and means for returning said 
dog to position in which its working face may 
engage with the working face of a succeeding 
rack-tooth; said returning means being ar 
ranged to act during a rack-engaging move 
ment of said dog at the time a printing stroke 
is made. 

5 

10. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a notched hold 
ing-dog pivoted on an axis parallel or sub 
stantially parallel to and always out of the 
plane of the rack and adapted to be turned 
during the escape action on or about said axis 
by the rack-teeth, means for limiting such 
motion, and means coöperating with said rack 
for returning said dog to position in which its 
working face may coact with the working face 
of the next tooth. 

11. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a holding-dog 
pivoted on an axis parallel or substantially 
parallel to and out of the plane of the rack 
teeth, and having a limited motion on said pivot 
in one direction while in engagement with the 
rack-teeth, and means coöperating with said 
rack for moving said dog in the contrary di 
rection and into position for engagement with 
succeeding rack-teeth. 

12. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a holding-dog 
pivoted to move in a plane at or substantially 
at right angles to the plane of the rack, and an 
arm or part connected with Said dog and co 
acting with the rack to return said dog to po 
sition in which its working face engages with 
the working face of a succeeding tooth. 

13. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a holding-dog 
pivoted on an axis parallel or substantially 
parallel to and out of the plane of the rack and 
moved by the rack-teeth about said axis in one 
direction, and an arm connected with said dog 
and on the same side of said axis as said dog 
and coacting with the rack to arrest said mo 
tion of said dog and to move the said dog on 
said pivot in the contrary direction to bring 
its working face into position in which it will 
engage with the working face of a succeeding 
tooth. 

14. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a feed-dog nor 
mally in engagement with said rack, and a 
notched holding-dog adapted to engage with 
the faces of the rack-teeth and hold the same 
while the printing-key is under pressure and 
mounted to be moved by said teeth during the 
escape action, whereby the escape action is 
quickened. 

15. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
rack and a swiveling holding-dog having its 
axis arranged to move to and from the rack 
and having a notch to engage the rack. 

16. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
rack, a holding-dog adapted to engage with 
the faces of the rack-teeth and mounted to be 
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moved by said teeth to a position to release tion such that its working face will engage 
the tooth with which it is in engagement, and 
means adapted to bear against the rack and 
to hold the dog from so moving until the pres 
Sure on the finger-key is released. 

17. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
Capement mechanism, the combination of a 
rack, a holding-dog having a pivot parallel or 
Substantially parallel with the rack and out 
of the plane thereof, the face of said dog be 
ing adapted to engage with the faces of the 
rack-teeth and to be swiveled thereby when 
the finger-key is released, and means for hold 
ing Said dog in engagement with the rack 
against such swiveling movement until the 
pressure on the finger-key is released. 

18. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a holding-dog 
having a pivot which is parallel or substan 
tially parallel to the plane of the rack and 
which is out of the plane thereof, said dog be 
ing adapted to engage the faces of the rack 
teeth when the printing-keys are depressed, 
and means carried by said dog for engaging 
the rack and preventing said dog from swiv 
eling when the printing-keys are held down. 

19. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a holding-dog 
having a pivot which is parallel or substan 
tially parallel to the plane of the rack and 
which is out of the plane thereof, said dog 
being adapted to engage the faces of the rack 
teeth when the printing-keys are depressed, 
and a device contiguous to said dog and adapt 
ed to engage other portions of the rack-teeth 
and prevent the dog from swiveling as long 
as the finger-keys are held down. 

20. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a feed-dog, and a piv 
oted, notched holding - dog, the pivot being 
so arranged that when the holding-dog is in 
engagement with the rack a line drawn from 
the notch to the pivot will be oblique to the 
plane of Said rack and the rack will be pre 
vented from moving until the finger-key is 
relieved of pressure. 

21. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a pivoted hold 
ing-dog, a stop for arresting the dog in posi 
tion such that its working face will engage 
with the faces of the rack-teeth and such that 
the pressure between the dog and the tooth 
with which it is engaged tends to turn the dog 
on its axis, and an arm rigidly connected with 
said dog and coacting with the rack to move 
said dog until the motion of the dog is ar 
rested by said stop. 

22. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a pivoted hold 
ing-dog, a stop for arresting the dog in posi 

with the faces of the rack-teeth and such that 
the pressure between the dog and the tooth 
with which it is engaged tends to turn the dog 
on its axis, and an arm on the same side of 
said axis as said dog and making an angle 
with the working face of said dog, and coact 
ing with the rack to move said dog until the 
motion of the dog is arrested by said stop. 

23. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a pivoted hold 
ing-dog, and an arm on the same side of Said 
axis as, and making an angle with the work 
ing face of the dog and coacting with the rack 
to move said dog into position such that its 
working face is parallel to and engages the 
working face of a rack-tooth as the motion of 
said arm and tooth one along and in contact 
with the other comes to an end. 

24. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a pivoted hold 
ing-dog, an arm on the same side of Said axis 
as, and making an angle with the working 
face of the dog and coacting with the rack to 
move said dog into position such that its 
working face is parallel to and engages the 
working face of a rack-tooth as the motion of 
said arm and tooth one along and in contact 
with the other comes to an end, and a stop 
for arresting the motion of the dog when so 
moved by the rack and said arm and at or 
before the movement the rack-tooth engages 
with said dog. 

25. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a pivoted hold 
ing-dog, and an arm or lug adjacent said dog, 
the working face of the dog and a face of said 
lug or arm forming a notch for coacting with 
the working face and a side of each rack 
tooth, the said notch being so arranged rela 
tively to the pivot of the dog as that the dog 
and arm or lug act as a brace to hold the car 
riage while a key is held down by the finger. 

26. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a pivoted hold 
ing-dog, and a brake or pressure device where 
by the holding-dog is arrested or prevented 
from moving from rack-holding position and 
the rack is prevented from moving as long as 
the brake or pressure device is in action. 

27. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a feed-dog nor 
mally in engagement with the rack, a pivoted 
holding-dog and a brake or pressure device 
adapted to arrest and retain the holding-dog 
in rack-holding position until the depressed 
finger-key is released. 

28. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, and a pivoted 
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notched plate or bar, the sides of the notch 
each being at an angle to the line joining the 
axis of motion and bottom of the notch and 
adapted to coact with each rack-tooth as a 
brace or stop and brake. 

29. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a dog-carrier, 
a holding-dog pivotally connected with said 
carrier and brought into the plane of the rack 
and into engagement with a rack-tooth on the 
depression of a key, said rack tending to turn 
said dog on its pivot, and a brake or pressure 
device acting to prevent said dog from being 
so turned as long as the key is held down but 
permitting the dog and carriage to move im 
mediately the key is released. 

30. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination with a 
power-driven carriage and a rack, of a rocker 
arm and a notched dog pivoted thereon and 
adapted to hold the rack while in engagement 
there with and during the pressure upon the 
finger-key, and also adapted, while disengag 
ing from the rack, to have a swiveling or piv 
oted motion independently of said rocker 
". 

31. In a type-writing machine and in an es 
capement mechanism, the combination of a 
power-driven carriage, a rack, a pivoted dog 
rocker, a spring-pressed feeding-dog 33 piv 
oted thereon, and a holding-dog 26 on a plate 
27 having a vertical pivot or stem 28 and an 
arm29, the said pivot or stem being mounted 
in a bearing at the upper end of said dog 
rocker. 

32. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a feed-rack, and coöperating feed 
devices including a dog-carrier and a holding 
dog that is free to move independently of its 
carrier and to remain in the position to which 
it is moved. 

33. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a feed-rack, and coöperating escape 
ment devices including a dog-carrier and a 
holding - dog pivoted to its carrier and free 
from Spring-pressure. 

34. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a feed-rack, and coöperating escape 
ment devices including a dog-carrier and a 
holding-dog that has two portions, one of said 
portions coöperating with the sides of the 
teeth of said rack and the other portion co 
operating with the working faces of said rack 
teeth. 

35. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a feed-rack, and coöperating escape 
ment devices including a dog-carrier and a 
holding-dog that is pivoted to its carrier and 
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is moved on its said pivot to bring it into en 
gagement with the feed-rack by the coaction 
of the dog with the rack. 

36. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a feed-rack, and coöperating escape 
ment devices including a pivoted holding-dog 
with one portion of which the feed-rack en 
gages to turn the dog on its pivot and force 
another portion thereof into the path of a 
tooth of said rack. 

37. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a feed-rack, and coöperating escape 
ment devices including a pivoted holding-dog 
that is free from spring-pressure and with one 
portion of which the feed-rack engages to turn 
the dog on its pivot and force another portion 
thereof into the path of a tooth of said rack. 

38. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a feed-rack, and coöperating escape 
ment devices including a carrier and a hold 
ing-dog that is pivoted to its carrier and is 
swung on said pivot both into and out of en 
gagement with said rack solely by the coac 
tion between the rack and holding-dog. 

39. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a feed-rack, and coöperating escape 
ment devices including a dog-carrier and a 
holding-dog that is movably mounted on its 
carrier and is constructed and arranged to be 
forced by the coaction of the rack there with 
into the path of a tooth of the rack and to be 
forced by the coaction of the rack there with 
out of the path of a tooth of the rack. 

40. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a power-driven carriage, a feed-rack 
therefor, a feed-dog that is adapted to vibrate 
transversely of said rack, and a holding-dog 
that is brought into the path of a tooth of the 
feed-rack by first being brought into contact 
with a side of said rack. 

41. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a power-driven carriage, a feed-rack 
therefor, a dog-rocker, a feed-dog carried by 
said dog-rocker, a holding-dog pivoted to Said 
dog-rocker and free from spring-pressure. 

42. In a type-writing machine, the combi 
nation of a power-driven carriage, a feed-rack 
therefor, a dog-rocker, a feed-dog carried by 
said dog-rocker, a holding-dog pivoted to said 
dog-rocker and adapted to remain in the posi 
tion to which it is moved. 
Signed at Ilion, in the county of Herkimer 

and State of New York, this 30th day of De 
cember, A. D. 1898. 

LOUIS P. DISS. 
Witnesses: 

CHAs. E. MAURICE, 
RALPH. W. GouGH. 
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